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How It Works

Benefits for AMC Clients

Capt. Nikos Kasimatis

Worldwide coverage 

Auditor has no impact to Bridge Team performance 
during the evaluation

Company chooses when and where to conduct the 
audit

Real-Time evidence

VDR:

The Distant Navigational Audit, combined with a 
VDR data analysis, provides an objective and 
independent assessment of how well the vessel’s 
Master and Bridge Team apply the Company’s 
Policy at any time during the voyage, ensuring the 
safety of navigation. 

This combination evaluates every aspect of the 
voyage (e.g., Passage Planning, UKC/OHC, ECDIS 
settings etc.) including a Behavioral Competence 
Assessment (BCA) of the team members, since 
soft skills are a major factor on incident avoidance. 

Direct communication between the Auditor and the 
Master, following Company’s approval

Real-Time request of documentation and evidence 
(copies of documentation, photos, screenshots, etc.)

Review of material received 

Cooperation with the Master for the rectification of 
any findings or Non-Conformities

Review and analysis of VDR data for the requested 
period (during approach to a particular port, transit of 
straits, under pilotage or during any other demanding 
situation).

Deliverables 

Bridge Team procedures and performance

VDR data analysis

Passage planning

Voyage documentation

ECDIS use

Evidence

Screenshots

BCA etc. 

AMC delivers an Official written detailed report with 
observations and recommendations based on the 
evaluation of:

against Company’s Policies and industry best practices.

Provides indisputable assessment of crew 
competence during a specific route

Assists in analyzing crew / ship performance 
throughout the voyage

Replays events sequentially and examines 
actions and reactions

Detects a malfunction manifestation and 
assesses crew reactions and troubleshooting 
sequence to restore functionality of affected 
machinery

Reviews and evaluates the effectiveness of 
crew training 

Depicts how crew observes UKC Policy, 
Master's Standing orders, etc.

Evaluates the Pilot’s performance and his 
interaction with the Bridge Team.

AMC monitors Navigational Audits & VDR- 
related developments and technology 
breakthroughs to provide up-to-date services 
to our Clients, in line with TMSA3, SIRE/VIQ7 
and DryBMS requirements.
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